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Abstract

Palmistry or chiromancy, palm reading is practiced all over the world with roots in Indian astrology fortune-telling. The objective of this research is to evaluate a person’s character and aspects of their life by studying their thumb. Palmistry is popular since ancient age. There are examples of stone-age showing human interest in palmistry. It is believed that Kings used thumb prints to seal documents. In our Vedas also there is information available on palm analysis. This field is not yet technically rich. Human palms have some common characteristics in the form of mountains known as planets. The finger’s length corresponding to the planet represents the strength of that planet for that person. Every planet has its own predefined qualities and when a person is ruled by the planet, he inherits the qualities of the planet. Apart from planets, person’s palm width-length, palm-length ratio and finger-length, type of thumb, angle of the thumb also talks about person’s qualities and his nature. So, with the help of palmistry one can know somebody’s personality type, his characteristics, hidden skills, fortune and about the profession suits best to him. Till now the palmistry is a practical knowledge and we have no systemized approach to read hands.

There are two main practices:
- For males, the left hand is what you’re born with, and the right is what you’ve accumulated throughout your life. For females, it’s the opposite.
- Your dominant hand (The hand you use most often) determines your future and your other, non-dominant hand, is used to determine the past or hidden traits take these into consideration when choosing which hand to read.
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Introduction

The fate line is one of the major palmistry lines on hands. It is a vertical line running up the palm towards the base of the middle finger. The starting point can be anywhere from the base of the palm (most of the people find it begins from the middle part). You can find its location from the below picture.
As it points to the Saturn finger, it's also referred to as the 'Saturn Line'. In few parts of the world people call the line as the career line as it mainly reflects the fortune of one's career or job. From the line, you can find out the changes of your career during your life as well as your ability in work. If your fate line is clear, deep and straight without too many crosses, you are regarded to be bestowed with a good fortune in career. Some palm readers also call it the 'Luck Line' because it's greatly related with luck and success. Below are the various types and shapes which are observed in Fate Line which bring in specific characters for each of the individual.

Shape of Fate Line

Deep and Long
- A deep, straight, and long fate line which begins from the base of the palm and extends to the Mount of Saturn (under the middle finger) indicates a strong ability to start and run your own career or business. You usually emphasis on credibility thus could have a successful career with endlessly strives; (Fig 3)
- If the line becomes narrower and thinner gradually from the middle part of the palm, it indicates a smooth career fortune during the younger days and a worse fortune after the middle age. (Fig 4)

Locations of the Line

A shallow fate line indicates a hard work and career full of twists and turns.
- If line is shallow and wide, then usually they are destined to have a hard-working life and fail to achieve great things. (Fig 5)
- If the line is shallow at the same time narrow and obscure, it shows the person are not likely to be bound by a common destiny. (Fig 6)
- Oblique fate line is oblique as the picture shows, it indicates that the person always will have a unique idea and like to judge a thing from different point of views in work. They can think out of the box and find easy ways for the same tasks, they tend to get success in career. (Fig 7)
Starting from the Lifeline
If your fate line starts joined to the life line, it shows you have a strong vitality and are full of energy. Your social status could be upgraded quickly with your hard working. Even though there is not great achievement during your life, you could be satisfied and enjoy a happy life. (Fig 9)

Starting from Headline
If your fate line starts from the headline, it indicates achievement after 35 years old. Before 35, you may have many obstructions on the way to start your business or in your work. After 35, your fortune of career changes for the better. By using your wisdom and rich experience, you could get an achievement. (Fig 8)

Starting from Heart Line
If your fate line starts from the heart line, it indicates late success in life. You usually are not stable in life and career during the youth time. After 50 years, you are expected to enjoy a good fortune in career which also requires you work hard instead of enjoying your old age. (Fig 10)

Starting from Mount of Moon
If your fate line starts from the Mount of Moon (located on the base of the palm, little finger side), it shows that you could get success owing to your good interpersonal relationship and creative talent. The people with such a line always have a faithful helpmate. (Fig 11)
Starting from Mount of Venus
If your fate line starts from the Mount of Venus (the portion of the palm surrounded by the lifeline at the base of the thumb) and exceeds the heart line, it means you have no worries about money as you could inherit a fortune from parents, relatives, or ancestors. (Fig 12)

Ending at the Mount of Saturn
If your fate line starting from the base of the palm and ends at the Mount of Saturn (located below the middle finger), it indicates a successful career created from almost nothing. If the sun line runs parallel with it, your business would go more smoothly. (Fig 13)

Ending at Mount of Sun
If your fate line starting from the base of the palm and ends at the Mount of Sun (located below the ring finger), it indicates artistic endowment. You usually could gain wealth by using your artistic talents. (Fig 14)

Ending at the Mount of Jupiter
If your fate line starting from the base of the palm and ends at the Mount of Jupiter (located below the forefinger), it indicates a good fame for the good use of power. You are usually in power and could exploit your advantages to the full to wield the power. Therefore, you could gain a good reputation of your lifetime. (Fig 15)

Ending at Mount of Mercury
If your fate line starting from the base of the palm and ends at the Mount of Mercury (located below the little finger), it indicates great achievement in business investment. If you have such kind of a line in both two hands, it shows you are proficient in business and could achieve a great success in commerce. (Fig 16)

Surrounded by the Lifeline
If the fate line is surrounded by the lifeline, it indicates the abuse of affection. You are inclined to be infatuated with a married man or woman. So, you usually have a lot of troubles with such a line. (Fig 17)

Stopped by the Heart Line
If you find the fate line ends at the heart line, it means your career is affected by your emotion. You usually let your emotions interfere with career or rule business decisions. It also indicates a career decline from the age of 50.

If the fate line runs through the headline, you parents may divorce at your early age. You'd better get married first and then establish your business. Only this way could enable you to get a success. (Fig 18)

If the fate line doesn’t penetrate the headline, it shows a good wealth and fame during the youth. Also, you are easy to give up halfway when doing things thus blocking you from achieving great success. If you belong to this kind of line, you are suggested to learn to save money for the later use. (Fig 19)

The fate line starting from the Mount of Venus (the portion of the palm surrounded by the lifeline at the base of the thumb) and ending at the heart line indicates a marriage with a noted or rich person. (Fig 20)
Stopped By the Headline

- The fate line stopped at the headline shows the cease of work by your own decision. You are endowed with a good talent. But around the age of 35, you are likely to stop your work by your false judgment or decision. After the age, you are hard to have breakthrough in career. (Fig 21)
- If the end of the line becomes thin and pointed, your life during that period is usually difficult. (Fig 22)

Broken

- If a break occurs in your fate line from the headline to the heart line, it means your fortune in career after 40 years old is usually not good. After 55, the fortune turns to be good. A female with such a line is usually a terrible housekeeper and easy to be tricked out of money. (Fig 23)
- A break from the base of the palm indicates a rough childhood and academic disruption at a young age. (Fig 24)
- A break on the fate line from the middle of the palm indicates setbacks in career and property loss after the prime of life. (Fig 25)
- If your fate line has a break and resumes its course parallel to the break, it means you change your job and start a new career. (Fig 26).
- Intermittent: An intermittent fate line indicates twists and turns in career. You are always half-hearted when doing work. So, you are easy to change jobs during your life. The gap usually indicates the change of job. (Fig 27)

Forked

- A Trident at the end of fate line indicates a famous and rich life. (Fig 27)
- A fork starting from the base of the palm, one extending to the Mount of Sun and the other to the Mount of Venus indicates an excessive desire and fluctuated fortune in life. (Fig 28)
- A branch extending to the Mount of Jupiter from a fate line ending at the Mount of Saturn means you own more than one business or company, or in charge of many works. With such kind of a branch, you usually are in power and have a successful official career. (Fig 29)

Island

- If there are islands on your fate line, it indicates blocks in career. The bigger the island is, the more serious the troubles are.

- An island on the join point of the ate line and headline indicates financial losses or failure of career caused by your wrong decisions. (Fig 30)
- An island on the join point of the fate line and heart line indicates difficulties in career interrupted by your emotions. (Fig 31)
- An island at the end of the fate line shows you couldn’t realize your lofty aspirations during your life, thus be passive and disappointed during the old age. (Fig 32)
- An island on the beginning of a shallow fate line indicates you were born unusually. You are an illegitimate child or orphan. (Fig 33)
- An island located in the middle of the palm on the fate line indicates setbacks in career and a fluctuated destiny after your middle age. (Fig 34)

Chained

- If your fate line is chained at the beginning of the fate line, it indicates an unhappy life environment that prevent you from concentrating on study during the youth time. Because of this, you usually get poor marks. (Fig 35)
- If the line is chained at the end, it shows your career doesn't go smoothly during your old age at the same time you would suffer financial losses. (Fig 36)
Materials and Methods

- The Data for the research was collected from various levels such as skilled-workers/ unskilled workers/ House makers/ Technical staff/ Managerial Level/Clerical / Student/ Marries/ Unmarried etc.
- The Data was collected from Friend, Colleagues, Relatives and their connections from Haryana and surrounding area, by personal meeting and discussing with by using questionnaire.

1. The art and science of hand reading – ellen goldberg and Dorain Bergen
2. How to Chart the Lines of Your Life - Roz Levine
3. The Encyclopedia of Palmistry - Edward D. Campbell
4. The Complete Book of Palmistry - Joyce Wilson
5. The Classic of Palmistry - Cheiro
7. Practical Palmistry - Narayan Dutt Shrimali
8. The Palmistry Workbook - Nathaniel Altman
9. The Marvels of Palmistry - Gopal Sharma Shasti Bhor Lal Kala
10. Articles from Google

Reference and observations are given for each of my finding individually for each of the palm Ref: Pic. The observations and conclusions are given for each of palm is provided as eleven points finding in the below table format.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sl No</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Age</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Profession</td>
<td>Astrologer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Marital Status</td>
<td>Divorced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Palm Photo</td>
<td>Earth hands: if you observe the hands are wide with square palm, fingers are thick and ruddy in appearance, the length of the palm is almost equal to the length of the fingers. Characters: The person is seeming very practical and levelheaded; she learns from experience and not through reading or anyone guiding coaching/mentoring. The person is conservative and likes to live outdoors. Person can be afraid of closed places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Type of Palm</td>
<td>Earth hands: if you observe the hands are wide with square palm, fingers are thick and ruddy in appearance, the length of the palm is almost equal to the length of the fingers. Characters: The person is seeming very practical and levelheaded; she learns from experience and not through reading or anyone guiding coaching/mentoring. The person is conservative and likes to live outdoors. Person can be afraid of closed places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Shape Of Fate Line</td>
<td>A shallow fate line indicates a hard work and career full of twists and turns. If your line is shallow and wide, you are destined to have a hard-working life and fail to achieve great things. (Fig 5-7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Starting of the Line</td>
<td>The line becomes narrower and thinner gradually from the middle part of the palm, it indicates a smooth career fortune during the younger days and a worse fortune after the middle age. (Fig 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Ending of the Line</td>
<td>Fate line starting from the base of the palm and ends at the Mount of Saturn (located below the middle finger), it indicates a successful career created from almost nothing. If the sun line runs parallel with it, your business would go more smoothly. (Fig 13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Type of Line</td>
<td>Broken Fate Line: If a break occurs fate line from the headline to the heart line, it means your fortune in career after 40 years old is usually not good. After 55, the fortune turns to be good. A female with such a line is usually a terrible housekeeper and easy to be tricked out of money. (Fig 23- Fig 27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Conclusion</td>
<td>The Character of the person is such that if hurt will not shy back from taking revenge. I believe this could lead to bad relationship; the person needs to spend more time in solitude. Can have good success in things such as spiritual, astrology, talks etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Conclusions

While the Fate Line offers an exciting glimpse into the possibilities that lie ahead, it's essential to remember that life is a tapestry woven by both destiny and free will. Your choices, actions, and determination play an equally crucial role in shaping your journey.

Fate Line Presence: reading the fate line on a person's palm to gain insights into their career path, life purpose, and destiny. The fate line is a vertical line that runs from the base of the palm to the middle finger. It is also known as the Saturn line or the line of destiny. Palmists believe that the fate line can reveal a great deal about a person's life, including:

- Their career path and level of success
• Their life purpose and calling.
• Their major life changes and challenges
• Their overall luck and fortune

No Fate Line: In palmistry, the absence of a fate line is thought to indicate that the individual is not bound by a predetermined destiny. This means that they have the freedom to choose their own path in life and create their own future. It can also suggest that the individual is highly adaptable and resourceful, and that they are able to overcome challenges and obstacles.
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